Examples of Decorative Crosswalks Requested

ITE frequently gets requests related to its position or available information on decorative pedestrian crossings. While FHWA has a policy and clarification memo on this topic, ITE does not have a position but does have a number of ongoing efforts related to pedestrian crossing safety.

We are interested in collecting information from members to better understand the locations and characteristics of active installations of these decorative crossings. ITE may then use this information to develop a White Paper, Informational Report, or other technical product on this topic.

For the purposes of this request, a decorative crosswalk is defined as colored pavement or graphics/artwork for purely aesthetic purposes either within traverse white lines forming a crosswalk, or instead of normal white crosswalk marking lines.

If you would like to help ITE identify existing decorative crossings, please provide the following information:

- Location of the decorative crossing(s) (street, nearest cross street, City and State)
- Provide Street view link(s), if visible
- Provide a photo if available.
- Provide (if known) the agency and contact responsible for the installation(s)
- Provide (if available) any available crash data or qualitative safety experience you may have
- Any other comments or observations about this crossing you believe would be relevant or helpful.

Please send any information you are able to provide to Jeff Lindley by April 30. ITE thanks you in advance for your help.